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CANNING OWNER 
 
 
It's not always the first arrival that gets the best reviews in the memory book and thus climbs to top of the 
ladder.  The very first car that came to Norway, set its wheels in motion in the Mjøsa-region in 1896. The car 
came to the city of Gjøvik,  It remained, however, a dash and a footnote in the history of Norwegian 
automobiles .  The second car to arrive in our country was two years later, the "Benz Comfortable"--did, 
however, get attention both in the local city and in the capitol. 
 
It's mentioned, for example, in the Stavanger Newspaper on 6 October in 1898.  Now there will be a motor 
vehicle here in Stavanger.  Mr. factory owner T.  Rønneberg has one en route from Germany to Stavanger. 
 
The German factory has, within the first year and a quarter, produced no less than 1899 motor cars.  Most 
are sold in London, Paris and Berlin. They run on gasoline and are easier to steer than any team of horses. 
 
It can be regulated to go fast or slow as you please, it turns, goes backwards and it goes up and down hills. 
The motor car that Mr. Rønneberg purchased, is a very light carriage.  It holds 3 persons, and can run at all 
speeds up to 30 km per hour, and can climb hills with a gradient up to 1/10 (10% climb). 
 
It will be entertaining to see this first motor vehicle run faster than the fastest of horses.  One will, of course, 
drive very carefully at first.  But, this is a novelty so big, it will be very much noticed, regardless of 
circumstances 
 
The newspaper gave almost daily reports about the car.  It was described in detail how it really was --- "it 
could be compared with a trundle" - and that it was no longer necessary to have royal permission to run such 
a wagon. This ban had been lifted in 1892. 
 
Now there will also be a motor vehicle to look at in Stavanger.  Mr. Fabricator T. Rønneberg has one en 
route from Germany to Stavanger. 
 
October 19th the newspaper reports that the car is sent by ship from Hamburg, and two days later, the 
newspaper states that the car is here and  "it looks very elegant"  however it is one thing, , to look at the car, 
and something else to drive it.  Two days later, it is to be taken for a test drive around town, and 
editor Ommund Vik describes the experience like this in his newspaper: 
 
"This afternoon the car was out on his first trip, and the editor, invited by Mr Rønneberg, was in it.  The 
drive went splendidly.  Three of us sat in the carriage and took our chances, several times back and forth to 
Jenrnbaneveien.  It turned around easily.   A little slow up the hill from Jernbvaneveien up to 
Ladegaardsveien, but it made it easily past the theater.  With a little practice, it can be turned easier than 
any horse.  And the brake lowers the speed immediately, even if it is downhill.  From the 
theater down Musægaden (Museum-street), the speed was lowered, as it was down to Torvbakken.  
Naturally enough, it was difficult (to drive faster) with people (working boys) everywhere.  It runs quietly, so it 
is very comfortable to sit in.  And on even and flat roads it runs very fast.  The horses seemed to not to be 
too bothered by their new competitor. 
 



The editor followed closely--monitoring how the car is running.  Ronneberg was on a trip to the Sola cross, 
while editor Vik rode along side from the downtown to the Randfontein church.  The trip took half an hour, 
but the writer wrote:  "Due to the many people we met, we could not operate at full speed and we had to 
repeatedly slow down and stop..." 
 
Ommund Vik also quoted a man who believed that the car had to be able to have far more uses than just 
conducting transportation. It had to be very well suited to being able to drive træskemaskin, hakkelsmaskin, 
separator and other gardmaskiner home in the garden>   "it will have the power since it has 2 
3/4 horse power," explains Vik who also reports that,   "Mr. Rønneberg left tonight for Kristiania in order 
to show off the motor vehicle there." 
 
The visit to the capital evokes both attention and interest.  On 12 November, the morning newspaper printed 
this:  "A motor vehicle was given a trial run today,  And in surveillance was the Chief of Police and the City 
Engineer.  It is the Stavanger man, Rønneberg, who has come here with gasoline hidden in his motorcar.  
Like chariots, there is a four wheel carriage with space for two people, and, in addition, containers holding, 
360 kg." 
 
It costs 2,700 kroner, and it can travel on level ground at 30 km per hour.  A gas tank is to last for a stretch of 40 
km at normal speed.  A spare container may supplement the regular gasoline quantity so it will last over 100 km.  
The wagon is fitted with rubber tires, but it still makes a racket, and it produces orders 
 
The motor owner is given permission to drive in the city streets.  Tomorrow there will probably be an 
opportunity to see the new communications agent at Drammensveien. 
 
Rønneberg was apparently in the city for several days and utilized the opportunity 
to demonstrate to many prominent persons, and among them was the Swedish-Norwegian Crown 
Prince, Gustav, but the Crown Prince's impression of the road trip did not get printed.  On the other hand the 
Editor of Morgenblad  portrayed his first road trip,  It was an experience that apparently made a great 
impression on the Editor.  
We came upon Mr. Rønneberg with the amusing little trundle down at the Fortress Square, we were invited 
for a drive in his motor carriage.  It was undeniably a new vehicle model for promotion purposes.   When the 
carriage stands still, then the engine is started.  The noise is not too loud, but when it passes, almost no 
noise is heard, and the faster it goes, the less noise there is. 
 
We got a sample of it, but certainly we preferred a little noise, because the wagon made us downright 
anxious when there was no speed, and it was therefore silent. One would think that there was a little 
witchcraft controlling the regulation of the movement, but all turned out to be very simple. 
 
After driving around for a few minutes, Mr. Rønneberg asked us to take lead, and since time is money,  we 
put quite a good price right home in Upper Voldgade.  Since we do not wished to be delve any deeper into 
technical knowledge, there is only one option: : The motor car must be so easy to manage and process that 
anyone can do it ...  


